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To all whom it may concern." 
_Be it known that I Ror A. Wnneunr, a 

citizen of the United iitates, residing in the 
' town of Roselle, county of Union, State of 
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vWell-known Fleming valve shown a 

New’ Jersey, have made certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Wireless Signaling 
Apparatus, of which the following is a speci-\ 
?cation. , > ~ ‘ 

The invention is an improvement on the 

scribed in U. S. Letters Patent No. 03684, 
dated November 7th, 1905. In this im 
proved apparatus shown and described here 
in, there is employed'a vacuum chamber con 
taining a hot element and a cold element 
and outsidethe chamber an element‘is ?xed 
in position, this element has extended ca 
pacity area and is in close proximity to the 
outer surface; the outer elementais prefer 
ably metal, like copper, arranged with its 
surface area 'approx'nnately parallel with 
the path of electrons moving“ from the hot 
element at one end toward the cold element 
at the other end of the chamber; this outer 
element is of su?cient area to surround 
both elements, and the space between said 
elements; the object being to establish an ex 
tensive and intimate relation between the’ 
path of electrons and the surface of the 
outer element._ As‘ shown and described 
herein, the apparatus can I' be operated to. 
generate groups of oscillations following 
each other :at any‘ 
which intervallmay. either within or‘, 
without the range of; aludibility. By reason 
of this action whenadjustinents are so made‘ 
that these groups of oscillations follow each‘, 
other at a rate"which' is'nearly or quite be 
yond the upper\ limit ofaudibility, the de? 
vice 
damped oscillations, due’ a, the fact that the 
oscillation frequency-T of groups may 
be so adjusted as tobe slightly di?erent 

' from that of thepincomiingézignals; the free 
sult produced being a beat ween these two 
trains of oscillations, producing an audible , 
note in the telephone receiver ‘of any desired 
pitch. This result is due jt'o‘the fact that 
with the described arrangement, the'v'alve 
automatically opens "and closes the battery 
circuit at a rate which depends ‘on ‘adjust 
ment of the constants of the circuit, the es-> 
tablishment of the reg-‘iced ?lament tem 
perature, and the ;*.-nt of a valve 

d de-' 

desired; time interval, , 

becomes a receiver of continuous or un'-' 

exhausted to the proper degree._ Generally 
speaking, the vacuum should be such that 
the application of 100 volts or less between 
'the-inclos'ed terminals will produce a visible 
blue glow or arcélike eilect. The oscillation 
frequency, however, is controllable by means 
of the associated oscillation circuit, which in 
cludes the well-known tuning (elements; that 
is, adjustable inductance and adjustable ca 
pacity, and the electrical association of this 
circuit with the outer; element of the valve. 
The utility of the resistance and the ca- I 

pacity shunting1 the resistance in the bat 
t tery circuit is ' 
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at it supplies ampli?cation , 
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of the e?'ect of small electrical impulses im- ‘ 
pressed upon the valve. When this resist 
ance, which is very high, ‘and of the order 
of that of the valve itself, is employed, an 
adjustment of the potential of the battery to ' 
a point higher than is desirable without the 
use‘oi3 this resistance is possible, and we are 
enabled to‘ get a critical adjustment of the 
ionization of the gas within the valve, such 
that the e?’ectof minute electrical disturb 
ances impressed thereon causes the ?ow of a 
greatly increased, amount of, electrical en 
ergy through the‘indicating device and bat 
tery circuit, and these variations follow in 
intensity and rate the variations of the im 
pressed energy. “ - V 

The resistance contributesmaterially in 
‘attaining the condition of automatic inter 
ruption of the battery circuit previously-re 
ferred to, which enables the valve to operate 
as a generator of groups of oscillations 
which have a period determined by the Ire 
s'ultant eil'ect of the periodicities of- the asso-, 
ciated circuits upon one another. 'The the 
cry of this action appears to be‘ as follows: 

7 When the battery circuit is closed the tem 
perature-of the ?lament being ‘assumed to be 
correct, the current starts to ?ow throu h 
the battery circuit; as this current builds 1%), 
however, a considerable roportion of the 
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electro-motive - orce is consumed‘ 
impressgds _ __ _ in the _ istance outside of ,the valve with 
the result that as 

such an extentthat the elect-ical conductivé 
ity between two elements of the valve is 
greatly reduced, so that'the circuit, e?ect, 

100 

I _ the current, ?ow through I 

the valve from-the‘ battery increases, the po— 
tential across the electrodes within the valve,’ 
decreases and when all conditions are prop-' 

' erly adjusted this decrease appears (to be of 105 > 
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the battery circuit, said battery circuit 
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6. In a wireless signaling apparatus, com 
prlsing an antenna and an antenna clrcult, 
the combinatlon with a vacuum valve having 
‘a hot element’and a cold element within the 
chamber and an electrostatic control ele 
ment outside said chamber, adapted to pro 
ject a ?eld of force into‘the space within the 
chamber, a coil associated with the antenna 
circuit, a local circuit, a capacity in said cir 
cuit in parallel with said coil, an electrical 
connection between the terminal‘of said coil 
and said outside valve element, an electrical 
connection between said coil and a point in 

av 

ing its terminals connected to the two ele 
ments within thechamber, respectively, and 
including a battery, a resistance, and a ca 
pacity in parallel with said resistance. 

7. A vacuum chamber containing two ele 
ments, means for heating one of said ele— 
meuts, a conducting terminal located outside 
said'chainber in close proximity to the direct 
line of movement of electrons in said cham 
ber, an oscillation circuit having its termi 

, Q 

nals connected to one of theinside elements 
and to the outside element, a local circuit 
having its terminals connected to the inside 
elements and including a source of direct 
current and a resistance and a condenser in 
shunt to each, the resistance having a value 
of the order of the valve itself, all for the 
purposes described. 

8. In a wireless signalin apparatus, the 
, combination of a vacuum 0 amber'contain 
ing two elements, means for heating one of 
said elements, a local circuit comprising a 
battery and a non-inductive resistance, each 
shunted by a condenser, said circuit being 
connected to said elements and adapted to 
produce an electron stream between the 
same, an electrostatic control element outside 
said chamber, the ?eld of force of outside 
element being at an angle to the electron 
stream, and a tuned circuit connected to said 
outside element and to one of the interior 
‘elements, all for the purposes described. 
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